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About Us

Mercanis reinvents the buying of services for B2B clients and thus drives
digital transformation in indirect procurement. Thanks to Mercanis buying
services becomes smart, efficient and compliant.

Vision

We at Mercanis envisage a future in which buying services has become so
trivial that procurement professionals can shift from operative to more
strategic tasks. Ultimately, we believe in the benefits of technology to
revolutionize how organizations manage their resources and identify
savings.

Mission

Mercanis disrupts how companies collaborate with their service providers,
whilst increasing transparency in the selection process. We do so by
leveraging millions of data points to find the best providers for our users.
Ultimately, we want to provide an efficient, transparent, and digital way to
procure, manage, and analyze B2B services.

Founders & Date
founded

Mercanis was founded by Fabian Heinrich, Moritz Weiermann, Juan Vidal and
Satya Kamal Raparthi in Berlin in October 2020.

Based In

Prenzlauer Allee 36f 10405 Berlin, Germany

Company Size

21 employees to date

Nationalities

9+

Service Offering/ USP Mercanis offers a platform through which businesses can easily structure
their service buying efforts. Mercanis offers the ability to procure complex
services in a digital end-to-end process whilst facilitating cross-departmental
collaboration and thus reduces inefficiencies. Thanks to a wide-spanning
service provider pool, Mercanis supports its clients from the very first step
and can generate significant cost savings and efficiency gains through bestvalue suppliers. Ultimately, Mercanis firstly allows procurement
professionals keep full control about their service spend down to granular
project-, category- or project level. Using technology, we aim to empower
buyers and other users become the most efficient versions of themselves.
Financing

Mercanis is already backed by many reputable Venture Capital Investors at
its early stage. The pre-seed financing was closed upon foundation in
October 2020. A large group of companies and renowned seed investors
already trust Mercanis. Amongst others, our supporters have held senior
management positions in and built companies such as N26, Wefox, Tier,
Scoutbee, SAP, RWE and BCG. Mercanis has strong financial support and
focusses on the digitalization of the service sector. On its way to success,
Mercanis is moving faster than ever and is uniting some of the most
motivated, humble and intelligent people as a team.

